Harbour Town Adelaide

ECLIPSE CANOPY

®

Commercial Solutions
Riverland Creative Gardens

Transform your business or workplace today with an Eclipse sail canopy.
Full waterproofing and 100% UV resistance, makes the Eclipse a perfect
solution to all year round weather protection.
Flexible polyester fabric is tensioned over a quality steel framework,
generating a translucent canopy. Through natural light penetration, the
sail membrane provides an aesthetic and long lasting weatherproof
canopy. Increasing both lifestyle and living function, the Eclipse Canopy
will enhance the ambience of your open air environment.

Largs Peir Hotel

The Eclipse is designed and manufactured locally in accordance with
Australian Standards. We offer a large range of Powder Coating and
Galvanised finnishes wich can be integrated with the existing features of
your premisis.
The quality and vast experience of our design and installation team
enables Shadeform to tailor a solution for your unique requirements.

Lido’sRestaurant-Holdfast Shores
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®

Commercial Solutions
APPLICATIONS
The Eclipse sail structure is ideal for
covering external outdoor environments,
including a wide range or areas.

• Schools
• Councils
• Shopping Centres
• Carports
• Hotels
• Pools
• Offices
BRILLIANT DESIGN

Consisting of a stretched translucent fabric, moulded over a steel frame, each
Eclipse is custom designed to your needs. The benifit of a flexible fabric allows
the Eclipse to span large distances with minimal support members. Combining the
structural integrity of a veranda, and the aesthetics of a flexible sail membrane, the
Eclipse offers the best of both form and function.

ADDED VALUE

By extending living and work spaces, the Eclipse adds considerable value to your
workplace or business. Flexible integration with existing buildings creates an open
environment, that also feels very protected. Optional guttering and downpipes
can provide efficient water collection and dispersion. With the ability to fix outdoor
blinds, folding arm awnings, and other external shade products to the frame, it is the
perfect foundation for your outdoor living area.

Burnside Civic Centre

TECHNOLOGY

High frequency welding technology bonds the computer cut panels together for the
utmost strength and accuracy. Through the use of 3D modelling we can create a
concept design, ensuring all manufacturing and installation is covered in detail.

Ibis - Moana Foreshore

LOCAL

All our sails are manufactured locally in our Torrens Park factory, creating a very
affordable means of shade solutions. With over 20 years of experience operating out
of Adelaide, we can provide expert advice tailoring a solution for your unique situation.

Cantilever Umbrellas

WARRANTY
Shadeform offer a 5 year warranty on the manufacture and installation of all products.
All Fabrics have a 5-15 year warranty against UV breakdown, for fabric under tension.
Approximate life span is 10-20 years.
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Rostrevor College

